
Week 1 Task / Activity I am intending to do Recourses and what I will need to do

Find a focus point for my final project!

Monday - Decide if Unit 11’s idea can be used for Unit 12 or if it is better to 
start an entire new project and keep this for a personal project. 
(Cambridge club night)!

- Brainstorm on how a new project could benefit the aim of my 
studies and to improve myself!

- Research into different ideas and what they would involve me 
doing to complete it to a professional standard (Club night, EP 
or Single release, record label, live radio show / podcast, power 
intro)!

- Consider using the roland AIRA setup for my project and look 
into how I can incorporate this into my topic of choice - so that I 
gain more knowledge about my own equipment

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Array of ideas for my final project so that I can evaluate the 

benefits of deciding on one!
- Roland AIRA equipment from home!
- Brainstorm on paper or on a website which provides a useful 

brainstorm / planner!
- I will be using my laptop through out every day during the 

progress of finishing my project, both in college and outside 
so that I will always be able to access my work!

- any work that i will do on college computers will need to be 
saved on my USB stick before I leave the class!

Tuesday EP Release, Club Night Plan or Radio Show Intro!
- I need to decide on a topic to base my project on so that I can 

get started !
- Consider the possessive and negative influences that my choice 

of topic could make, also thinking about what knowledge I would 
like to gain from my final assignment!

- Consider the facilities I have to offer in college such as vocal 
booths, studios, mixing desks and even different gear which 
could be useful to my projects production!

- Also including the students and staff members, finding out which 
experience, advice or skills they have to offer me

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Notepad for pros and cons to be written down!
- Invest time into thinking what I would like to gain from this 

project, writing down important thoughts!
- Take time during college to evaluate my options considering 

the facilities and options I have on campus!
- Ask teachers and students for their time to answer questions 

that could benefit me



Wednesday - Develop Idea / concept to produce a radio shows power intro, 
considering the context to my studies and assignment - Radio 
station show power intro!

- Ask Craig if it would be possible to use existing  tracks or if that 
would fall under copyright infringement !

- Speak with Malcolm, Craig and other teachers if they have had 
any past experience with radio show introductions, or generally 
how a show would be run. !

- Listen to different radio station power intros and their radio 
imaging productions for a better understanding, writing down 
notes of observations that I hear!

-

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Written Blog posts!
- Contact with my teachers during college times to find out 

what if I will be able to use existing tracks for my project!
- Access to online radio to listen to different radio imaging that 

they use over their broadcast!
- Browse the internet to find different radio imaging 

productions that I can listen to and get ideas from!
- Notepad for notes / sticky pads

Thursday Gaining a more detailed insight and overview of what my project 
will consist of my completing!
- Research into different sound effects and jingles that are 

commonly used, which resources are available to me and the 
different types used for various radio stations broadcasts!

- Research into what exactly a power intro consists of so that I 
have a better understanding when writing my projects concept 
and how this relates into context with my course and goal!

- Evaluate any theoretical problems in the planning of the project, 
making changes to the concept if needed 

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Research for various websites online that are informative on 

sound effects / jingles at home on my laptop!
- Books from the college Library are available to get if i go in, I 

will just need my college pass to check them out and get 
onto the campus!

- Look for different websites that define power intros and what 
they are used for!

- Watch youtube tutorials / other video guides on the 
productions, techniques, tips or just general information ager 
radio imaging or broadcasts!

-
Friday - Make sure that all past Units notes are in a folder so that it is 

over viewable and accessible for beginning my rationale!
- also looking on blackboard for a list of the names of the past 11 

units so that I can refer back to them when starting the written 
part!

-

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- First and second years folder with notes on the past 11 units 

need to be by hand so that I can easily access and overview 
time!

- Blackboard & Pro portal can also be used on my laptop to 
find out the names of the different units for reference!

- I will also want to look back at each different project that I 
have saved on my laptop to refresh my mind


